. Observed and fitted term values of Rydberg series in Fig. 2(a) . Table S2 . Selected Franck-Condon factors (FCF) between the normal modes of CH 3 SH and CH 3 SH + calculated with the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ method. Table S3 . Observed and fitted term values of Rydberg series in Fig 2(b) . Table S4 . Observed and fitted term values of Rydberg series in Fig. 3 . 75522  76720  76719  76723  8  --76018  76569  76568  76566  77328  77323  77325  9  76876  76874  76876  77222  77222  77223  77735  77730  77730  10  77426  77425  77426  77655  77659  77660  78012  78017  78017  11  77802  77800  77801  77964  77965  77967  78228  78227  78227  12  78067  78068  78068  78193  78188  78190  78387  78386  78385  13  78267  78265  78265  78355  78508  14  78415  78415  78415  78483  78605  IE v 79192 ± 1 79192 ± 2 79189 ± 3 79192 ± 2 79193 ± 3 79192 ± 2 δ 2.12 ± 0.01 2.12 ± 0.01 1.53 ± 0.01 1.56 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.01 a Fitted for each individual series. b Simultaneous fitting of all series using the same IE v . c Lines in this series were calculated using IE = 79288 cm 1 and  = 1.56. Table S5 . Observed term values of Rydberg series in Fig. 4(a) and corresponding fitted values according to Eq. (2). The spectrum was obtained by fixing the IR laser at 2867 cm −1 (2ν 10 mode of CH 3 SH) while scanning the VUV lase. The principal quantum number is n, the quantum defect is δ, and the fitted converging energy is IE v . 
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